Ron LeGrand's

Fast,Tta.c,434.:1/yoalth
All-day Serninat
What's It About?
How to buy and sell houses in any economy or market without using your money or
credit to get the fastest and easiest profits and avoid the costly entanglement like rehabs,
banks, loans, contracts, realtors, inspectors and other enemies to your success.
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What kind of deals will make you the most money the fastest, and how to get multiple
income streams from each for years after you get the deal.
Why 95% of the work is done by others and how I buy 2-4 houses a month in less than 5
hours. How you can quickly do the same with no staff and minimum overhead.
How to get a consistent flow of leads coming to you, almost free, and get a trained
Virtual Assistant to call the seller at minimal cost.
How to use my scripts to quickly prescreen them and let them make you an offer.
How to sell them quickly'anclget big checks within days of selecting your buyer, using no
banks, appraisers, inspectors, Realtors®, or other deal-killing interference.
You'll see why 70% of the potential home-buyers must come to you because they can't
qualify at a bank. They can with you.
Why your best deals are pretty houses in nice neighborhoods needing no work, and the
higher priced, the better. When you learn to operate without risk, you'll love high-priced
houses much more than the low-end crap most rehabbers fight over.
How to buy your next residence without applying for a loan, regardless of your credit
score, with i[de or no down payment and move In within a ew days. Your credit,
history, financial status, or experience has nothing to do with buying houses on Planet
Ron. If your credit score is minus 500, you can buy all the houses you want, many with
nothing down. We'll prove it while you watch.
How to build a residual income within a few months to surpass your current job or
business. I put a lot of people out of work. When your passive income will sustain your
needs, only then can you decide if it's- time to be totally self-employed.
How to use your IRA to make sure your retirement.doesn't depend on Social Security:
Everything I discuss can be done in your IRA, tax-free — legally.
How to take the title to houses and what entity to use, and why to protect yourself from
predators and reduce taxes., .

